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NEW APP TURNS EVERY WALK INTO AN AMAZING 
ADVENTURE 

 
- Explorernauts provides a fun, free and educational outdoor activity to do with the kids - 

 
A new family app that turns any walk into a thrilling secret mission 
was released today. Explorernauts turns a simple, healthy walk 
into an adventure on the doorstep and is now available for free 
download.  
 
Part scavenger hunt, part treasure trail, parents and guardians 
can set up a route wherever they wish, allowing anything from a 
short stroll around the block, a trail in the park or an imaginative 
quest further afield. 
 
Explorernauts is free to download, contains no advertising, stores no personal data, and does 
not require registration or subscription. 
 
It takes just a couple of minutes to set up a trail. Users select a chosen theme, plot their route 
on a map and customise prizes their kids can earn. Pre-built themes include Roman Invasion, 
Alien Attack and Unicorn Rescue, while a host of fun-filled icons allow people to create a theme 
of their very own. 
 
Challenging Questions, Personalised Prizes 
 
Explorernauts even allows users to turn every marker and every trail into an age-appropriate 
educational quiz. Parents and guardians set the age of participants who are then served an 
appropriate multiple-choice question at each marker, with correct answers gaining points for 
the player. 
 
Every family has their own approach to rewarding their children and Explorernauts lets people 
inspire their kids in their own unique way. Parents and guardians set their own prizes and 
define the number of points required to achieve them. Children are inspired by an amazing 
adventure mission, while exercising in the outdoors and winning prizes for their achievements. 
 
Explorernauts is available now to download from the App Store. For more information visit: 
explorernauts.com  
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Explorernauts: Every Walk an Adventure! 
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